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Sassy and Waldo need to save their boy from being
bored all day in class, but the school won't let two
dogs inside. Good thing they found that trench coat!
'A wonderful read' -- Lorraine Kelly In this book for
dog lovers everywhere, Jonathan Wittenberg says
his dogs have taught him, more than anything else,
how to appreciate the wonderful world in which we
live -- and how to develop better relationships with
his friends and families. In this wonderful, warm
account of one man and his dog, Jonathan brings all
the big themes of friendship, faithfulness, kindness,
cruelty, grief, prayer and spiritual companionship to
the fore, and shows us how we can learn so much
from a dog's approach to life. If you're one of the 8.5
million dog owners in the UK the answer to a better
way of living may already be under your roof.
As of 2017, 55 percent of American households
included at least one pet. Pets are ubiquitous and
often considered part of the family, but are they
content in a domestic setting? Is there a way for us
to tell if we are giving pets a suitable standard of
living? Many factors must be considered when
looking at the ethics of pet ownership, including what
rights animals should possess, where the animals
come from, and what species of animals should be
kept as pets. Readers will gain a better
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understanding of the many ethical considerations
surrounding pet ownership.
The New York Times bestselling, popular blogger,
internet sensation Crusoe, the Celebrity Dachshund
returns with a beautiful and whimsical book full of
heartwarming and goofy photographs of his around
the world travels in Crusoe, the Worldly Wiener Dog.
Join the photogenic Crusoe as he leaves fame and
fortune behind to expand his horizons, get his
passport stamped, and journey across the globe to
eat delicious food, relax on beautiful beaches, dig
lots of holes, and generally enjoy all that celebrity
travel has to offer. You'll also get to see a little of his
"staycations" and life at home between travels. Jetsetting is what dachshunds do best. From
Switzerland’s Alps and Mexico’s Mayan temples to
Italy’s seaside villages and France’s Eiffel
Tower—as well as various locales throughout the
U.S. and Canada—Crusoe shares his wit and wisdom
on appreciating culture, fine wine, and haute cuisine,
always dressing for the occasion, and maybe
learning a thing or two about what really matters
most in life along the way. In hundreds of brilliant
color photographs, see the charming and
charismatic mini-doxie embark on such thrilling
adventures as... * Hitting the streets of New York
City as The Wiener of Wall Street * Stalking
evildoers as Batdog * Strolling Hollywood’s Walk of
Fame (with his own star) * Going out on a dinner and
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movie date with the lovely Paisley * Digging for
fossils at Dinosaur Provincial Park * Playing doctor
and dentist to his sidekick brother, Oakley * Drinking
at the notorious Bar Vitelli, shooting location of The
Godfather * Recovering from back surgery with lots
of love and rehabilitating in style * Tasting a beignet
at New Orleans’s famous Café du Monde *
Exploring his German heritage as a “badger
dog”—and discovering what wiener schnitzel actually
is... And so much more!
You’ll never think about productivity the same way
again! Are your employees feeling exhausted,
cynical, or just tuned-out? Do they frequently check
their phones in meetings, and seem especially
uninterested to hear about the next important
organizational change? Are they working harder but
getting less done? Ill too often or for too long? These
are some of the classic warning signs of
disengagement. In a perfect world, work should do
so much for us. It should lend us purpose and a
sense of meaning, offer us structure and stability.
But invariably, something goes wrong—many
employees have to pull themselves over the fence
each day at a job that is burning them out. Employee
engagement and burnout were declared in a state of
“crisis” and the biggest concerns for employers in
2017. And we are right to be concerned.
Disengagement comes at the yearly cost of $550
billion to the US economy. But it’s not just our
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economic prosperity that’s at stake. The study
presented in Burnout to Breakthrough shows an
alarming correlation between disengagement and
the following three health predators: depression,
obesity, and suicide. Here, Ina Catrinescu draws on
cutting-edge neuroscience, and integrates social
psychology and organizational science to reconsider
accepted narratives, connect past developments
with contemporary concerns, and examine specific
management practices within the context of this
workplace crisis. She redefines how we understand
work and idleness. And the best part? The same
turnkey solution that can aid disengagement and
burnout is responsible for unleashing our creativity.
Are you ready to get your employees thirsty to
create, their minds tickled, and their hearts racing?
Then Burnout to Breakthrough is the right book for
you.
A warm and entertaining memoir about what
happens when you foster fifty dogs in less than two
years—and how the dogs save you as much as you
save them. When Cara felt her teenaged children
slipping away and saw an empty nest on the horizon,
she decided the best way to fill that void was with
dogs—lots of them—and so her foster journey began.
In 2015, her Pennsylvania farm became a haven for
Operation Paws for Homes. There were the nine
puppies at once, which arrived with less than a
day’s notice; a heart- worm positive dog; a deeply
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traumatized stray pup from Iraq; and countless
others who just needed a gentle touch and a warm
place to sleep. Operation Paws for Homes rescues
dogs from high-kill shelters in the rural south and
shuttles them north to foster homes like Cara’s on
the way to their forever homes. What started as a
search for a good dog, led to an epiphany that there
wasn’t just one that could ll the hole left in her heart
from her children gaining independence—she could
save dozens along the way. The stories of these
remarkable dogs— including an eighty-pound
bloodhound who sang arias for the neighbors—and
the joy they bring to Cara and her family (along with
a few chewed sofa cushions) fill the pages of this
touching and inspiring new book that reveals the
wonderful rewards of fostering. When asked how
she can possibly say goodbye to that many loveable
pups, Cara says, “If I don’t give this one away, I
can’t possibly save another.” Filled with humanity
and hope, Another Good Dog will take the reader on
an journey of smiles, laughs, and tears—and lead us
to wonder how many other good dogs are out there
and what we can do to help.
Discover the astonishing lessons rescue dogs can
teach us about life, love, and ourselves As seen on
BuzzFeed’s "Best Books Gift Guide" In the follow-up
to his New York Times bestseller Rescue Road,
acclaimed journalist Peter Zheutlin offers a
heartwarming and often humorous new look into the
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world of rescue dogs. Sharing lessons from his own
experiences adopting Labs with large personalities
as well as stories and advice from dozens of families
and rescue advocates, Zheutlin reveals the
surprising and inspiring life lessons rescue dogs can
teach us, such as: - How to “walk a mile in a dog’s
paws” to get a brand-new perspective - Living with a
dog is not one continuous Hallmark moment—but it’s
never dull! - Why having a dog helps you see your
faults and quirks in a new light, even if you can’t
“shed” them completely - How to set the world right,
one dog at a time For anyone who loves, lives with,
or has ever wanted a dog, this charming book shows
how the dogs whose lives we save can change ours
for the better too.
Much of what we've been taught about our dogs' language
and their behavior is simply untrue! What we believe
influences the actions we take. Defining and dismantling
industry-wide dog myths will help us prevent, reverse, and
eliminate poor behavior in our dogs and pups much more
than simply adding mainstream training and behavior
modification!
In this humorous guide, a CEO and a rescue dog share
powerful lessons for living a better life, including how to find
treats or knowing when to bark. They’re loyal, loving, and bighearted?dogs are our best friends for a good reason. Yet they
have much more to offer than just love and friendship. Let
CEO Scott MacDonald and rescue dog Sadie show you how
to have a more rewarding life and a more successful career in
Think Like a Dog. With whimsy and insight, Scott and Sadie
offer important lessons in loyalty, persistence, leaving your
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mark, and always being a great sniffer. Scott reveals what
Sadie and other dogs teach us about successful work habits
and organizational strategies for outstanding business
success. Want a better, happier, and more satisfying life?
Want to be successful? Start by understanding a dog’s
perspective and applying the lessons learned!
Everyone loves an underdog, and nothing gives us warmer
feelings than seeing someone get a second chance in life. A
problem pup who flourishes under the right kind of training.
The struggling veteran who finds unconditional love wiggling
around at the end of a leash. The lonely child who finds
comfort in the steady breathing of the warm, furry friend at her
side. Each of us needs to be rescued from something--and
each of us has the capacity to rescue someone, or
something, else. This collection of more than thirty
contemporary, true, feel-good stories spotlights the beauty of
being rescued--dogs rescued by people, people rescued by
dogs, and even dogs who rescue other animals. It's the
perfect companion--well, besides the four-legged, tailwagging kind--for your morning cup of coffee or an evening
curled up on the couch. Contributors include Susy Flory,
Dusty Rainbolt, Lauraine Snelling, Melody Carlson, Wanda
Dyson, Suzanne Woods Fisher, and many more.
We all have an animal story—the pet we loved, the wild animal
that captured our childhood imagination, the deer the
neighbor hit while driving. While scientific breakthroughs in
animal cognition, the effects of global climate change and
dwindling animal habitats, and the exploding interdisciplinary
field of animal studies have complicated things, such stories
remain a part of how we tell the story of being human. Animal
Acts collects eleven exciting, provocative, and moving stories
by solo performers, accompanied by commentary that places
the works in a broader context. Work by leading theater
artists Holly Hughes, Rachel Rosenthal, Deke Weaver,
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Carmelita Tropicana, and others joins commentary by major
scholars including Donna Haraway, Jane Desmond, Jill
Dolan, and Nigel Rothfels. Una Chaudhuri’s introduction
provides a vital foundation for understanding and appreciating
the intersection of animal studies and performance. The
anthology foregrounds questions of race, gender, sexuality,
class, nation, and other issues central to the human project
within the discourse of the “post human,” and will appeal to
readers interested in solo performance, animal studies,
gender studies, performance studies, and environmental
studies.
In this thoroughly revised and updated classic, a renowned
psychologist shows that mourning is far from predictable, and
all of us share a surprising ability to be resilient The
conventional view of grieving--encapsulated by the famous
five stages of grief: denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and
acceptance--is defined by a mourning process that we can
only hope to accept and endure. In The Other Side of
Sadness, psychologist and emotions expert George Bonanno
argues otherwise. Our inborn emotions--anger and denial, but
also relief and joy--help us deal effectively with loss. To
expect or require only grief-stricken behavior from the
bereaved does them harm. In fact, grieving goes beyond
mere sadness, and it can actually deepen interpersonal
connections and even lead to a new sense of meaning in life.
A dog looking for a home sends letters to prospective owners
on Butternut Street, with surprising results in this hearttugging dog adoption story told through letters Full color.
A fundamental and groundbreaking reassessment of how we
view and manage cancer When we think of the forces driving
cancer, we don’t necessarily think of evolution. But evolution
and cancer are closely linked because the historical
processes that created life also created cancer. The Cheating
Cell delves into this extraordinary relationship, and shows that
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by understanding cancer’s evolutionary origins, researchers
can come up with more effective, revolutionary treatments.
Athena Aktipis goes back billions of years to explore when
unicellular forms became multicellular organisms. Within
these bodies of cooperating cells, cheating ones arose,
overusing resources and replicating out of control, giving rise
to cancer. Aktipis illustrates how evolution has paved the way
for cancer’s ubiquity, and why it will exist as long as
multicellular life does. Even so, she argues, this doesn’t
mean we should give up on treating cancer—in fact,
evolutionary approaches offer new and promising options for
the disease’s prevention and treatments that aim at longterm management rather than simple eradication. Looking
across species—from sponges and cacti to dogs and
elephants—we are discovering new mechanisms of tumor
suppression and the many ways that multicellular life-forms
have evolved to keep cancer under control. By accepting that
cancer is a part of our biological past, present, and
future—and that we cannot win a war against
evolution—treatments can become smarter, more strategic,
and more humane. Unifying the latest research from biology,
ecology, medicine, and social science, The Cheating Cell
challenges us to rethink cancer’s fundamental nature and our
relationship to it.

From science to spirituality, the book discusses
quantum physics, psychological projection, mirroring,
and behaviour modification protocols as an overall
approach to change human and dog undesirable
behaviours to desirable ones. Dog in the Mirror is
God is an inter-species self-help book for
professional animal trainers and dog owners who
wish to address behaviour problems in a more
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practical approach. The text is easy to read and
contains images to understand certain concepts.
Inter-species attachment and imitation are
introduced to complement the self-directed learning
process. The author presents case studies taken
from her client database. Although names were
changed, the authenticity of each case remains the
same. Follow Boreal, Ginger, Scooby, Jake and their
caregivers as they explore the challenges of
improving their dysfunctional relationships into
symbiotic partnerships.
Dr. Jeffrey Guptill has received research grants and
contracts: from: US NIH, NINDS (K23NS085049,
HHSN27100001), NIAID (HHSN272201300017I),
Myasthenia Gravis Foundation of America, the
Grifols Foundation, the Alzheimer’s Association, Ra
Pharmaceuticals. He has also received personal
compensation in the past year from Alexion, Kashiv,
Argen-X, and Momenta, Inc for consulting services
and from Grifols for educational activities.
After centuries of searching, Mouse now has
everything she’s ever wanted within her reach—a
normal life, a lover, a brother. What will she risk to
keep them? Cherished by a Father, coveted by a
king, loved by an almost-priest; tormented by
demons, tortured by a madman, hunted by a cult,
hounded by her father. Mouse has survived it all. But
then, she was never just a girl. Despite Mouse’s
power, her father always wanted a son—and now, at
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long last, he has him. And Mouse has a brother,
someone else in the world just like her. Though
she’s never met him, the hope of what they might
mean for each other tugs at her soul, even as it
terrifies her lover, Angelo. Hiding among a tribe of
the Martu in the isolation of the Australian outback
near the edges of Lake Disappointment, Mouse and
Angelo have seemingly evaded at least one of the
predators hunting them. Carefully dropping bogus
breadcrumbs across Europe, they misdirect the
Novus Rishi, a ruthless cult that wants Mouse as the
ultimate weapon in their battle against evil. But when
unnerving dreams start to plague Angelo, and the
ancient beings of the Martu’s Dreaming send
prophetic warnings that include visions of Mouse at
her father’s side, the two lovers realize it’s time to
act. With nowhere left to run, Mouse and Angelo
prepare for a last showdown with their enemies. As
they chase after legendary ancient weapons
ensconced in the ages old battle between good and
evil, Mouse and Angelo must each decide if a final
victory is worth the cost. Book of the Just continues
Mouse’s story after The Devil’s Bible and
completes the journey she started so long ago in
Bohemian Gospel. Imbued with a rich sense of
history, magic, and mythology, this explosive final
installment in Mouse’s journey will keep you
captivated until the very end.
Animal Models in Cancer Drug Discovery brings
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forward the most cutting-edge developments in
tumor model systems for translational cancer
research. The reader can find under this one volume
virtually all types of existing and emerging tumor
models in use by the research community. This book
provides a deeper insight on how these newer
models could de-risk modern drug discovery. Areas
covered include up to date information on latest
organoid derived models and newer genetic models.
Additionally, the book discusses humanized animal
tumor models for cancer immunotherapy and how
they leverage personalized therapies. The chapter
on larger animal, canine models and their use in and
their use in pre-investigational new drug (pre-IND)
development makes the volume unique. Unlike
before, the incorporation of several simplified
protocols, breeding methodologies, handling and
assessment procedures to study drug intervention
makes this book a must read. Animal Models in
Cancer Drug Discovery is a valuable resource for
basic and translational cancer researchers, drug
discovery researchers, contract research
organizations, and knowledge seekers at all levels in
the biomedical field. Encompasses discussions on
innovative animal models, xenograft, genetic
models, primary models, organoid systems,
humanized and other models in modern biology
paradigms that are enhancing research in the field of
drug discover Covers the use of these models in
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personalized medicine, immunotherapy, toxicology,
pre-IND assessments and related drug development
arenas Presents protocols, procedures, and a
comprehensive glossary to help new readers
understand technical terms and specialized
nomenclature
While the past decade has seen a surge of research
regarding canine cognition, this newfound interest
has not caught the attention of many philosophers.
Studies pertaining to dog minds have been pouring
out of canine cognition labs all over the world, but
they remain relatively ensconced within the scientific,
sociological, and anthropological communities, and
very little philosophical thought on dog cognition
exists. Philosophers certainly have not shied away
from theorizing about the nature of nonhuman
animal cognition generally. Theories range from
Cartesian disavowal of all nonhuman intelligence to
arguments that even fish have complex minds and
therefore humans should not eat them. Serious
philosophical considerations about dogs and their
relationship to humans, however, remain incredibly
rare. Even less common, if not entirely nonexistent,
is a critical examination of the question “What are
dogs thinking?” and what asking and attempting to
answer this question reveals, not so much about
dogs, but about us. With Minding Dogs Michele
Merritt attempts to fill two significant gaps in the
philosophy of animal cognition. First, she adds to the
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growing discussion on canine cognition, which has
been overlooked until recently and requires more
consideration. Second, she takes seriously our
dynamic collaborations with our canine friends as
crucial to understanding both their minds and our
own.
Planning Australia’s Healthy Built Environments
shines a quintessentially Australian light on the links
between land use planning and human health. A
burgeoning body of empirical research demonstrates
the ways urban structure and governance influences
human health—and Australia is playing a pivotal role
in developing understandings of the relationships
between health and the built environment. This book
takes a retrospective look at many of the challenges
faced in pushing the healthy built environment
agenda forward. It provides a clear and theoretically
sound framework to inform this work into the future.
With an emphasis on context and the pursuit of
equity, Jennifer L. Kent and Susan Thompson supply
specific ways to better incorporate idiosyncrasies of
place and culture into urban planning interventions
for health promotion. By chronicling the ways health
and the built environment scholarship and practice
can work together, Planning Australia’s Healthy Built
Environments enters into new theoretical and
practical debates in this critically important area of
research. This book will resonate with both health
and built environment scholars and practitioners
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working to create sustainable and health-supportive
urban environments.
Enjoy Your Dog, written by Bailey the Golden
Retriever, is meant to make you laugh, smile, and be
happy. That's what Bailey does with so many people,
every day, everywhere she goes. Bailey wants to
share that with you and give you some ideas from
our wonderful life to help you really enjoy your dog
and life with them.
"Dogs, famous and infamous and otherwise,
throughout history, for children."-In this instant classic of developmental psychology, a
renowned psychiatrist examines the effect that
trauma can have on a child, reveals how PTSD
impacts the developing mind, and outlines the path
to recovery. What happens when a young brain is
traumatized? How does terror, abuse, or disaster
affect a child's mind -- and how can that mind
recover? Child psychiatrist Dr. Bruce D. Perry has
helped children faced with unimaginable horror:
genocide survivors, murder witnesses, kidnapped
teenagers, and victims of family violence. In The Boy
Who Was Raised as a Dog, Dr. Perry tells their
stories of trauma and transformation through the
lens of science, revealing the brain's astonishing
capacity for healing. Deftly combining unforgettable
case histories with his own compassionate, insightful
strategies for rehabilitation, Perry explains what
exactly happens to the brain when a child is exposed
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to extreme stress -- and reveals the unexpected
measures that can be taken to ease a child's pain
and help him grow into a healthy adult. As a senior
fellow at the Child Trauma Academy, Dr. Perry and
his clinical group worked with hundreds who endured
severe childhood neglect and abuse with incredible
resilience and strength. Through the stories of
children who recover -- physically, mentally, and
emotionally -- from the most devastating
circumstances, Perry shows how simple things like
surroundings, affection, language, and touch can
deeply impact the developing brain, for better or for
worse. In this deeply informed and moving book,
Bruce Perry dramatically demonstrates that only
when we understand the science of the mind can we
hope to heal the spirit of even the most wounded
child.
"You know that pets can be fun. But some dogs,
horses, pigs, and more have important jobs to do.
With Animals That Help Us young readers will
discover how animals help us stay safe. Readers will
discover how dogs, and even some horses, are
trained to help the blind stay safe and secure in their
daily lives."-Breed Predispositions to Disease in Dogs and Cats,
Third Edition provides a comprehensive exploration
of current knowledge of breed predispositions based
on rigorous examination of primary research.
Incorporates the latest research, new testing
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methods, and newly-discovered predispositions and
diseases Provides expanded information on
genetics, epidemiology, and longevity Includes key
characteristics of diseases, including pathogenesis,
genetics, risks, and common presentations Indexes
dogs and cats by breed, with listings of common
inherited and predisposed disorders organized by
body system Includes absolute and relative
frequency/occurrence data for conditions, along with
references to further information
This book draws upon domestication science to
undertake a radical reappraisal of the jurisprudence
of property and intellectual property. Bringing
together animal studies and legal philosophy, it
articulates a critique of dominant property models
and relationships from the perspective of cognitive
ethology, domestication science and animal
behaviour. In doing so, a radical new picture of
property emerges. Focusing on the emergence of
property models through prevailing ideas of human
domestication and settlement, the book challenges
the anthropocentrism that informs standard
approaches to ownership and to authorship. Utilising
a wide range of examples from ethology and animal
studies, the book thus rethinks the very nature of
property as uniquely human. This highly original
contribution to the fields of property and intellectual
property will appeal not only to legal scholars in
these areas, as well as in animal law, but also to
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legal theorists and others working in the social
sciences with interests in posthumanism and animal
studies.
A beautiful, heartfelt, funny, and inspiring collection
of photos and stories that maps the relationship
between canine New Yorkers and their human
counterparts. New York is a city of five boroughs,
more than 250 distinct neighborhoods, 8.5 million
people, and more than 600,000 dogs, who are as
much a part of the social fabric as the people who
follow them on the other end of the leash. City of
Dogs maps this relationship with incredible four-color
photos highlighting the scene. From the Bronx to
Brooklyn and along the streets of Harlem and
Manhattan, Ken Foster and Traer Scott explore the
unique relationships between dogs and their human
counterparts. We meet Alex Nuckel, living on
disability and finding joy and purpose in caring for his
two pit bulls, Lucy and Rocky. And Majora Carter, a
community activist who has received a MacArthur
grant, living and working with two stray shepherds
she rescued in her own neighborhood. City of Dogs
also takes us to a Midtown Manhattan law office,
where staff are encouraged to bring their adopted
dogs to work, and to the JFK airport, where we meet
dogs who help screen at security. And then on to
Brooklyn, where we meet award-winning author
Jacqueline Woodson and her dogs, Toffee and
Shadow. These are just a few of the amazing
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animals and their people featured in this perfect gift
book for any dog lover.
Think Like a DogHow Dogs Teach Us to Be Happy
in Life and Successful at WorkIndiana University
Press
This handbook lays out the science behind how animals
think, remember, create, calculate, and remember. It
provides concise overviews on major areas of study such
as animal communication and language, memory and
recall, social cognition, social learning and teaching,
numerical and quantitative abilities, as well as innovation
and problem solving. The chapters also explore more
nuanced topics in greater detail, showing how the
research was conducted and how it can be used for
further study. The authors range from academics
working in renowned university departments to those
from research institutions and practitioners in zoos. The
volume encompasses a wide variety of species, ensuring
the breadth of the field is explored.
One of the world’s leading dog trainers shows how to
increase your dog’s IQ while deepening the bond you
share. Dr. Bonnie Bergin originated the service dog
concept and movement, and she has been training dogs
to assist people with disabilities for more than thirty
years. She knows that dogs have an almost limitless
capacity to learn. Teaching dogs to read was one of her
dreams—and now she has made that dream a reality with
a system anyone can use with just about any dog. In this
clear, inspirational guide, she provides step-by-step
instructions for training the dog in your life to read flash
cards with one-word commands and stick-figure
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drawings. With more than fifty instructional photographs,
Teach Your Dog to Read is an amazing tool for making
your dog smarter and enhancing your capacity to
communicate with each other.
Celebrate man's best friend in this collector's edition,
LIFE Dogs: Why We Need Them. Why They Need Us.
A magical book about dogs and puppies for young
readers to treasure. A perfect book for any child
interested in dogs and puppies, this is an all-around
introduction to the world of dog breeds and puppy
behavior. Children will learn all about their favorite dog
breeds, such as the golden retriever and Chihuahua, and
how similar dogs are to their wild wolf cousins. Colorful
images, fun facts, and bite-size chunks of information
make this a must for kids with a passion for dogs.
An exploration of animal spirituality and the ability of
animals to communicate with humans even in the
afterlife • Chronicles the author’s profound relationship
with her dog, Brio, his ability to read her mind and
emotions, and the messages she received from him after
his death • Shares the author’s research with animal
communicators, psychics, and scientists specializing in
animal intelligence such as Rupert Sheldrake • Explores
animals’ thoughts and feelings, interspecies
communication and telepathy, animal souls and the
afterlife, and animal reincarnation • Paper with French
flaps Looking for companionship after a near-fatal car
crash, Elena Mannes, an award-winning television
journalist and producer, decided to get her first dog. But
what she found with her dog Brio shook the foundations
of her physical and spiritual worlds, sending her on a
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quest to discover the nature of his spiritual origins and to
contemplate and seek out the possibility of interspecies
communication--even after death. Soon after bringing
her puppy home, Mannes realized that the mastercompanion relationship would not be possible with Brio,
who quickly showed that he had a mind--and a spirit--of
his own. A healer Mannes visited immediately focused
on Brio, exclaiming that he was an old soul. Mannes’s
growing curiosity about the intelligence, emotions, and
consciousness of Brio and other dogs led her to contact
an animal psychic in California who described, with
amazing accuracy, Brio’s favorite walks and the
author’s apartment from the dog’s point of view.
Motivated by her experience, Mannes produced a filmed
segment with Diane Sawyer featuring the same psychic,
who described Sawyer’s country house and her dog’s
favorite spots in the yard. Mannes’s skeptical journalist
background compelled her to investigate further. She
delved into the world of animal communicators, psychics,
and scientists studying animal intelligence, including
Rupert Sheldrake, to find answers to her multiplying
questions: Do animals have thoughts and feelings?
Consciousness? Souls? Is interspecies communication
possible? Can animals reincarnate? Spanning the entire
life and afterlife of Brio, including his last days and his
messages to the author after he passed on, this book
also explores Mannes’ investigations into the spiritual
life of animals, offering a new understanding of the
unbreakable bond between humans and animals.
Mannes invites readers to move beyond the owner-pet
relationship and shows us how to see animals as
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thinking, feeling, spiritual beings whose connections with
us extend far beyond life and death.
Anthrozoology, the study of human-animal interactions
(HAIs), has experienced substantial growth during the
past 20 years and it is now timely to synthesise what we
know from empirical evidence about our relationships
with both domesticated and wild animals. Two principal
points of focus have become apparent in much of this
research. One is the realisation that the strength of these
attachments not only has emotional benefits for people,
but confers health benefits as well, such that a whole
area has opened up of using companion animals for
therapeutic purposes. The other is the recognition that
the interactions we have with animals have
consequences for their welfare too, and thus impact on
their quality of life. Consequently we now study HAIs in
all scenarios in which animals come into contact with
humans, whether as pets/companions, farm livestock,
laboratory animals, animals in zoos, or in the wild. This
topical area of study is of growing importance for animals
in animal management, animal handling, animal welfare
and applied ethology courses, and also for people within
psychology, anthropology and human geography at both
the undergraduate and postgraduate level. It will
therefore be of interest to students, researchers, and
animal managers across the whole spectrum of humananimal contact.
"...this book should be on every animal trainer's
bookshelf for future reference. How Dogs Learn covers
the content of an undergraduate course in learning and
behavior, but the examples are taken from dog training it
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is practical and very useful without sacrificing scientific
and technical accuracy." --Jack Michael, PhD,
Department of Psychology, Western Michigan University
How Dogs Learn explore the fascinating science of
operant conditioning, where science and dog training
meet. How Dogs Learn explains the basic principles of
behavior and how they can be used to teach your dog
new skills, diagnose problems and eliminate unwanted
behaviors. It's for anyone who wants to better
understand the learning process in dogs. Every concept
is laid out clearly and precisely, and its relevance to your
dog and how you train is explained. A Howell Dog Book
of Distinction
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